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Dear BAUR Partner, dear customer!

BAUR is starting the second half of the year with a range of new products, which were presented
for the first time at our International Sales Conference in Munich. We will be introducing PD-SGS in
this newsletter. Furthermore, an interview with our new Technical Director, Torsten Berth, gives
us some of his first impressions of his new activities at BAUR. And plenty of other news awaits you.
Happy reading!

New Technical Director at BAUR
Interview with Torsten Berth
On 1 st June 2014, Torsten Berth took over as CTO (Chief Technical Officer) at BAUR Prüf- und
Messtechnik GmbH. Torsten Berth has joined us from hagenuk KMT GmbH, one of the companies
in the Megger Group, where he was Development Manager and authorised representative for the
Research and Development department.
>> more

New BAUR product: PD-SGS
Track error sources in live switchgear
With the PD-SGS, BAUR presents a handheld device for the quick initial detection of partial
discharges in switchgear and cable accessories.
>> more

NEW: BAUR device pocket guides
Making device handling and training easier
The new pocket guides in their handy format are intended to make handling and training on
BAUR devices easier by clearly explaining their operation step by step.
>> more

Events review
BAUR is active around the world
This year, too, we have continued to accompany our partners and customers around the globe
with a wide spectrum of events across the summer.
>> more

45,000 Volts of dedicated Enthusiasm
English edition of the BAUR book now available
The “High Voltage History of BAUR Prüf- und Messtechnik” is now also available in English. The
books can be ordered from the BAUR sales department, the myBAUR shop, at any book store or
on Amazon.
>> more

Snapshot
Fonkel in Mexiko with company cars bearing the BAUR design
Fonkel, the Mexican representative of BAUR in Mexico, has had two company cars bearing the
BAUR design. The vehicles are now used for customer visits and demonstrations in and around
Mexico City. We are delighted by this level of commitment!
>> more

Take a look at us on facebook: www.facebook.com/BAURGmbH
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